
DEAN RIVER ANGLER REPORT
(Prescribed Form)

Your co-operation in keeping an accurate record is appreciated. 
By tabulating and analyzing the information these cards pro-
vide, extremely valuable biological data is created that fisheries 
managers use to determine run size and timing, catch rates and 
angler intensity. In addition, this information is used to operate the 
limited entry draw system, and to ensure that angler overcrowding is 
avoided.

It is important that you deposit the completed card in the boxes 
provided at Dean River. Should you forget, promptly mail to:

Ministry of Forests
Suite 400 - 640 Borland Street

Williams Lake, BC
V2G 4T1

Or email to:  Fish.Support@gov.bc.ca

Zone 1: Mouth of Dean River to closure signs 100 m below Canyon

Zone 2: From closure signs 500 m above Canyon to Nooskula Creek

Zone 3: From Nooskula Creek to Sakumptha River

Zone 4: From Sakumptha River to Kalone Creek

Zone 5: From Kalone Creek to Crag Creek

Rotational Angling

Rotation angling is a system used by anglers to conduct themselves so that 
many people can fish the same water sequentially, while either wading or
fishing from a boat. Rotation angling simply means starting at the head of a pool 
or run and following the immediate downstream angler through the run.

1. Try to fish through the run at the same speed as the downstream anglers
and never step in front (downstream) of an angler already on the water
unless they ask you to do so.

2. Leave adequate room between the downstream angler and yourself but do
not stay stationary unless no one is following you.

3. Upon catching a fish, step out of the line and return to the head of the pool
(or start of the line). If you are not sure, avoid problems by simply inquiring
about procedures from the anglers already on the waters.



DEAN RIVER ANGLER REPORT, 20 TRAVEL METHOD TO DEAN RIVER

NAME

ADDRESS

ANGLING EFFORT

ZONE FISHED

1

X

X

2

X

3 4 5
DATE

4-Jul

5-Jul

5-Jul

STEELHEAD CAUGHT

RELEASE

4

2

3

KILL REL

2

3

2

1

1

Adult Chinook

Jack Chinook

Cutthroat Trout

1

3

3

2

BY GEAR TYPE

FLY SPIN

SPECIES OTHER THAN STEELHEAD

NAME

POSTAL CODE

Camp Location (indicate zones if drift-fishing)

Non-tidal
Licence No.

Classified Waters
Licence No.

Do you have a Steelhead
surcharge stamp? NO YES

Do you have a Salmon
surcharge stamp? NO YES

Do you have use of a boat 
to angle from? NO YES

Are you a client of an 
angling guide? NO YES

Angler No.

PLEASE NOTE:
A released fish is one that has been brought to hand as opposed to one that “got away.”
If you fish more than one zone in a day, make separate entries by using a different line.
If you catch a tagged fish, note the tag number, date and location where caught.
Indicate if Chinook Salmon are adults (>50 cm) or jacks (<50 cm).

AND: Enter each day that you angle, whether you catch a fish or not.

EXAMPLE

ANGLING EFFORT

ZONE FISHED

321 4 5
DATE

STEELHEAD CAUGHT

RELEASE KILL REL
BY GEAR TYPE

FLY SPIN

SPECIES OTHER THAN STEELHEAD

NAME

ANGLER COMMENTS: Please record any information regarding tagged fish, etc.




